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Abstract. On the work sharing among GPUs and CPU cores on GPU
equipped clusters, it is a critical issue to keep load balance among these
heterogeneous computing resources. We have been developing a run-
time system for this problem on PGAS language named XcalableMP-
dev/StarPU [1]. Through the development, we found the necessity of
adaptive load balancing for GPU/CPU work sharing to achieve the best
performance for various application codes.
In this paper, we enhance our language system XcalableMP-dev/StarPU
to add a new feature which can control the task size to be assigned to
these heterogeneous resources dynamically during application execution.
As a result of performance evaluation on several benchmarks, we con-
firmed the proposed feature correctly works and the performance with
heterogeneous work sharing provides up to about 40% higher perfor-
mance than GPU-only utilization even for relatively small size of prob-
lems.
1 Introduction
While GPU clusters with high performance GPUs provide cost effective HPC
environment, still there is a serious problem on programming for users who are
forced to describe complicated codes with mixed paradigm on parallel process-
ing and GPU computing. Recent programming codes on a modern PC cluster
commonly described in a hybrid manner to combine MPI and OpenMP to ex-
ploit the parallelism of resources effectively. In addition on GPU clusters, the
programmers additionally have to describe GPU manipulation. As a result, large
scale parallel GPU programming on GPU clusters becomes the toughest work
on parallel processing which easily causes numerous coding errors and reduces
code productivity.
We have been developing a language named XcalableMP (hereinafter called
XMP for short)[2], which is a directive-based PGAS (Partitioned Global Ad-
dress Space) language for parallel systems with distributed memory architecture.
In addition to the original XMP specification, we also proposed an extension
of XMP for accelerating device programming environments such as CUDA or
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OpenCL, named XcalableMP-dev [3] (hereinafter called XMP-dev for short),
which employs the concept of XMP by supporting a feature to off-load the com-
putation of a specified section (loop) to the target accelerating devices.
In our previous work [1], we utilized both GPU and CPU resources on each
node for work sharing of the loop execution within the context of the XMP-dev
language. For this purpose, we apply StarPU [4] for sub-task management and
scheduling where a loop execution is divided into a number of sub-tasks for mul-
tiple GPUs and CPU cores on each computation node. Based on this concept,
we implemented XcalableMP-dev/StarPU (hereinafter called XMP-dev/StarPU
for short) which enables the loop-level work sharing among CPU cores and GPU
on each computation node while the framework of XMP. In some cases, we con-
firmed that this new feature improves the performance of GPU clusters with
additional power by CPU cores rather than using GPU only, with very simple
and easy programming for high productivity. In many cases, however, the per-
formance gain with GPU/CPU work sharing is not enough as estimated. The
basic problem is how to decide the task size to be assigned to CPU cores and
GPUs which has different characteristics on the performance.
In this paper, to solve this problem, we propose a new framework to control
the task size to be dispatched to heterogeneous devices (CPU cores and GPUs)
individually and dynamically. In this method, we can keep the execution time
on each device as almost the same by dispatching different size of tasks to them
even with a limited but moderate number of tasks according to the problem size.
2 XcalableMP, XcalableMP-dev and StarPU
2.1 Overview of XcalableMP (XMP)
XMP [5] is a PGAS language for describing large-scale scientific code on par-
allel systems with distributed memory architecture. For simplification for easy
understanding, XMP is a directive-based parallelizing language with grammar
similar to that of OpenMP. And its concept came from HPF [6] for global array
distribution and work sharing on loop construction. It is possible to parallelize
the target code with just a few changes on the original serial code, thus the pro-
gramming effort can be significantly reduced compared with many additional
lines in MPI programming.
2.2 XcalableMP-dev (XMP-dev)
In addition to XMP directives (please refer [5] in detail) which enable data/task
parallelization between nodes in a distributed memory system, XMP-dev direc-
tives (please refer [3] in detail) enable further data/task parallelization between
one or more acceleration devices on each node under the concept of off-loading
the computation to them.
Figure 1 shows an example of XMP-dev code. When a code is written in
XMP-dev, XMP directives describe the distribution of data among. On each
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int x[N], y[N];
#pragma xmp nodes p(4)
#pragma xmp template t(0:N-1)
#pragma xmp distribute t(BLOCK) onto p
#pragma xmp align [i] with t(i) :: x, y
int main() {
int i;
#pragma xmp loop on t(i)
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
x[i] = func(i);
y[i] = func(i);
}
#pragma xmp device replicate (x, y)
{
#pragma xmp device replicate_sync in (x, y)
#pragma xmp device loop on t(i)
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) 
y[i] += x[i];
#pragma xmp device replicate_sync out (y)
}
}
Execu!on
on Host
Data 
Alloca!on
Data Copy
Host to
Device
Data Copy
Device to
Host
Execu!on 
on Device
Fig. 1. An example code segment of XMP-dev
node, with XMP-dev directives (starting with “#pragma xmp device”), the user
can specify the data to be allocated on GPU device, data movement between
CPU and GPU, and computation offloading to GPU an shown in Figure 1. This
is a large advantage for highly productive coding compared with complicated
orthogonal programming with MPI and CUDA mixture, and an incremental
code enhancement is possible for users as like as OpenMP.
2.3 StarPU
In this subsection, we briefly describe the concept and features of StarPU. For
more details of the StarPU system, please refer [4].
StarPU is a run-time system that allocates and dispatches a collection of
computations as a task to any computation resource and schedules the task ex-
ecution dynamically. The target computation resources include multicore CPUs
and GPUs, where each task is dispatched to a core of the multicore CPUs or to
GPU device(s).
Although StarPU manages the task execution on both CPU cores and GPUs
simultaneously, it is a critical issue how to decide the task size for GPUs and
CPU cores to achieve high performance. The performance of recent CPUs has
been increased to several hundreds of GFLOPS. However, there is still a big
difference in the factor of ten between the performance of single CPU core and
GPU. When there is a large number of tasks generated from a large scale data,
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(a) Execution flow of XMP-dev/StarPU
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(b) Image of array division with
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Fig. 2. Implementation of XMP-dev/StarPU
tens or more times of tasks can be allocated to GPU device while CPU cores are
processing small number of them. However, it is impossible to keep the load of
them when the number of tasks is limited for a small size problem, and it causes
a serious situation where even the additional CPU cores become the bottleneck
in total execution time.
StarPU is equipped with a feature to anneal the task size automatically when
the task size (the data size associated with the task) is tuned step-by-step during
the code execution in the iteration of time step simulation. However, this feature
works only for cases with simple iterations of code, and it is difficult to apply
this feature to a complicated execution phase of general codes. It is especially
difficult when a computation node is equipped with multiple GPU devices and
the performance gap between the CPU part and the GPU part is really large.
3 Dynamic Load Balancing on XMP-dev/StarPU
Our previous implementation without dynamic load balancing feature among
GPUs and CPU cores are described in [1] in detail. In this section, we describe
the essence of the work to understand our new feature, then introduce a dynamic
load balancing feature on XMP-dev/StarPU.
3.1 Previous Implementation Strategy and Its Performance
To implement the feature of work sharing among GPUs and CPU cores for
loop execution, we modified the XMP-dev compiler and the run-time system to
utilize StarPU as the task scheduler and execution engine. Since the original
XMP-dev/CUDA compiler is ready for data distribution and parallel execution
management of basic XMP features for GPU clusters, we run StarPU on each
node in the single node mode for simplicity. The XMP-dev/CUDA compiler
generates a code with CUDA functions on each node, and the data distribution
and synchronization among multiple nodes are performed by MPI.
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Figure 2(a) shows the execution flow of XMP-dev/StarPU. The basic strategy
for implementation of XMP-dev/StarPU is as follows.
– XMP-dev compiler aligns the distributed Global array to Local array for
each node.
– Runtime system replicates Local array as another one named Replicated
array. Local array is for communication with MPI in the context of XMP,
and Replicated array is a target of task assignment and management by
StarPU.
– Replicated array is allocated to StarPU’s data pool and divided to a number
of tasks which has the same size. Then, tasks are allocated to each device
by the StarPU scheduler.
– The programmer explicitly describes the synchronization on data between
Local array and Replicated array accordingly in XMP-dev syntax.
In [1], we observed that the relative performance gain by XMP-dev/StarPU
to XMP-dev/CUDA is very low in many cases, at a performance with just around
45% of original XMP-dev/CUDA. This is because the task size is always constant
where Replicated array on the node is always divided equally over all tasks.
But the performance gap among GPU and CPU core is so large. Therefore,
much larger number of tasks should be assigned to GPU than CPU core to keep
the execution time balance among all computation resources. In many cases,
however, there is a limit of the number of total tasks because too small size of
tasks cannot be effectively executed by GPU to hide the task invocation cost
including data movement between CPU and GPU. As a result, we cannot create
an appropriate number of tasks to keep a good load balance between these
heterogeneous resources and the efficiency of GPU execution, in a moderate size
of problem. Thus, we concluded the essential problem of low performance in this
work is the task size control on GPUs and CPU cores.
3.2 Improvement of XMP-dev/StarPU with Dynamic Load
Balancing Feature
Previous XMP-dev/StarPU divides Replicated arrays with fixed task size whereas
the performance gain by additional CPU cores to GPUs is not enough due to
performance imbalance on different type of resources. We found the problem
in [1] and performed a preliminary study to observe the performance behavior
when the task size to be assigned CPU cores and GPUs differ to keep a good
load balance. According to this study, we propose and implement a new feature
for dynamic load balancing in this paper.
The key of task size control is the performance gap between CPU and GPU.
In heterogeneous hybrid work sharing, CPU and GPU execution time for each
task should be close or in the same order at least. On the other hand, it is
required to allocate a large size of task to GPU since it has to tolerate a data
transfer overhead and have a large degree of parallelism to utilize a number
of cores inside the device. The best solution for this problem is to assign well
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balanced task size for all GPU and CPU cores in each of Replicated array to be
processed in a loop.
As the answer to this problem, we introduce a parameter to decide the bal-
ance of working set size for GPU and CPU on loop work sharing, named “CPU
Weight”. To simplify the control of load balance on resources, we decided to ap-
ply this value to divide a Replicated array into two parts which are processed by
GPUs and CPU cores before StarPU run-time system makes further subdivision
of each part of array. Figure 2(b) shows the image of dividing a Replicated array
where the blue part is a relatively small portion for CPU cores while the red
part is a large portion for GPUs, for the total number of array elements N. This
array corresponds to the Replicated array in Figure 2(a). These two parts are
further divided by StarPU to smaller size of tasks. By making the data structure
appropriately to bind the task data portion and computing resource in StarPU
framework, we can control the task dispatch for sub-divided data portion in each
side (blue or red) so as to be correctly assigned to CPU core or GPU, respec-
tively. In Figure 2(b) for example, StarPU divides each array into three parts.
In this way, we can allocate different size of tasks to heterogeneous resources to
keep the load balance controlled by CPU Weight.
Since it is difficult to set the value of CPU Weight automatically by the
system, we design the system where this value is decided and set by the user
explicitly in the program code. It is described by new pragma “reset weight”
as “#pragma xmp device reset weight (cpu weight)”. Here, cpu weight provides
the CPU Weight to be applied after this point until it is reset again. The user
can reset CPU Weight anywhere before entering a loop construction. There are
several use cases of this feature. A user may decide to set the CPU Weight
statically according to his knowledge on program behavior, or he can adaptively
apply it based on the program execution behavior with any hint. Since the CPU
Weight is applied to divide a Replicated array linearly into just two parts for
GPU and CPU as shown in Figure 2(b), it is still difficult to find the best value
of it to keep perfect load balance. One of the effective ways is to find it based on
dynamic profiling of execution time by GPU and CPU. Actually, it is possible to
anneal the CPU Weight during multiple time steps for most of simulation codes
with time development scheme.
There is an idea to imply such an adaptive optimization of CPU Weight into
the run-time system to hide it from user’s view, however, we think it is very
sensitive parameter to role the entire load balance and it is better to pass its
control to users for various applications. For example, the user can even keep
several set of CPU Weight according to different loop body, and switch them to
describe the “reset weight” pragma before entering to the different loop.
4 Performance Evaluation
We use a massively GPU cluster HA-PACS in University of Tsukuba for per-
formance evaluation. The node specification is shown below. The CPU is Intel
Xeon E5-2670 2.6 GHz (8 cores ∗ 2 sockets) with Sandy Bridge architecture, and
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the GPU is NVIDIA Tesla M2090 (4 GPUs/node) with Fermi architecture. All
nodes are connected with dual rails of InfiniBand QDR x4 by Fat-Tree topology
with full-bisection bandwidth. In this evaluation, we use just two nodes because
our purpose is to observe the behavior of adaptive load balance on each node for
parallel execution. Although each node has 16 CPU cores per node, the man-
agement of each GPU consumes one thread on a CPU core in StarPU. So the
number of CPU cores is “16 − (Number of used GPUs)” per node.
We evaluate two benchmark codes: N-Body and MM (Matrix-Matrix Multi-
plication). Since the program runs on just two nodes, the communication time
on MPI which is automatically generated by XMP-dev/StarPU compiler is neg-
ligible (under 1%) for both benchmarks. Thus, we evaluate the computation time
on each node including data transfer overhead between CPU and GPUs, without
caring MPI communication overhead.
The purpose of this evaluation is to confirm the function of dynamic load
balancing based on CPU Weight works correctly and to show the potential of
any dynamic load balancing algorithm by the user. Therefore, we introduce a
very simple annealing algorithm to modify CPU Weight dynamically in the time
step development of the simulation. In all case of evaluation, CPU Weight is
changed according to the computation time of each CPU core and GPU for
the outer-most loop iteration. For N-Body, the outer-most loop corresponds to
the time step of physics simulation. For MM benchmark, we assume that some
size of matrix-matrix multiplication such as DGEMM routine in BLAS (Goto-
blas [7] for CPU kernel and MAGMA blas [8] for GPU) is executed repeatedly
for larger computation. Therefore, the same size of matrix-matrix multiplica-
tion is repeated in MM and the computation time of one outer-most iteration is
examined.
Based on rough estimation on sustained performance of up to four GPUs and
12 CPU cores in each node, we set the initial value of CPU Weight as 0.2. The
policy to decide CPU Weight in the next time step is as follows.
ratio = TCPU / (TCPU + TGPU );
if (ratio > 0.5) cpu weight -= 0.01;
else cpu weight += 0.01;
Here, TCPU and TGPU are the task execution time by CPU and GPU in
last task execution, respectively. Those values can be directly extracted by our
API function. This policy shows a very simple annealing algorithm to modify
CPU Weight in step by step manner. Of course, the user can describe more
sophisticated algorithm in any style.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the time development of execution time (both
on GPU and CPU) and CPU Weight on N-Body and MM, respectively. In both
figures, blue and red bars show the execution time of one task on GPU and CPU
core, respectively, and green line shows the CPU Weight applied on that time
step. According to the CPU Weight adjustment policy, it is decreased constantly
until the execution time of tasks on both types of resources becomes nearly equal
in step by step, and finally CPU Weight keeps almost constant when they are
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Fig. 3. Transitions of CPU Weight
balanced. In this way, we can achieve the best balance with adaptive control of
load balance among GPUs and CPU cores where the user just provides a simple
notation of CPU Weight control as well as high-level PGAS programming style
without any effort on describing MPI or CUDA code.
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Fig. 4. Execution time of last time step and CPU Weight
Finally, we show the total performance gain by GPU/CPU work sharing
driven by our new system compared with the performance by GPU-only. Fig-
ures 4(a) and 4(b) show the relative performance to the execution with GPU-
only for various cases, on N-Body and MM benchmarks, respectively. In N-Body,
GPU/CPU work sharing constantly improves the performance although the ra-
tio of gain differs in the cases. The largest gain with up to 20% is achieved for
the smallest size of problem. Basically, the performance gain is reduced when
the number of GPUs increases where the usable CPU cores are decreased as
mentioned before. N-body benchmark is suitable for GPU computing where the
sustained performance gap between GPU and CPU is large and the effect of ad-
ditional CPU cores is relatively small for larger problem size. On the other hand
for MM benchmark, the performance gain by GPU/CPU work sharing increases
according to the problem size where the maximum gain with approximately 40%
is achieved for the largest problem size using single GPU. In MM, the task ex-
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ecution time for the matrix size is shorter than N-Body, and the overhead of
fine task control cannot be covered by the performance of additional CPU cores.
When enough size of problem is provided, the contribution of CPU cores is great
to raise the total performance of computation node.
Since current implementation of XMP-dev/StarPU compiler can handle just
single dimension decomposition for multi-dimension arrays, the memory utiliza-
tion and data movement efficiency is low. We think that this is one of the major
factors for performance limitation. We are now developing multi-dimensional
array decomposition to achieve higher performance in our system.
5 Related Works
There are several compilers for GPU accelerators, for example PGI Accelerator
Compile [8] and HMPP Workbench [9]. These compilers provide a directive-
based language for some accelerator including GPU. HMPP Workbench use
CUDA or OpenCL for backend compiler. So, it is possible to program a hybrid
work sharing with GPU and CPU, by inserting some directive in user code.
However, the user has to describe additional MPI code with this complicated
work sharing because the compiler just cares on a single node computation.
Our XMP-dev/StarPU provides a sophisticated PGAS model programming for
distributed memory system.
Also, there is a work [10] that applies StarPU to BLAS (Basic Liner Algebra
Subprograms) library designed for NVIDIA GPU. This work performs work
sharing with GPU and CPU on library level. In the performance aspect, this
work can obtain about four times performance enhancement compared with
only single GPU at Cholesky decomposition by using Intel Nehalem X5560 6
cores and 3 NVIDIA FX5800. In the XMP-dev/StarPU framework, users can
write a work sharing program code more flexibly, as for the problem can be
written in loop distribution basically, not just with a limited function of such a
library-based approach. We need to compare the performance of our approach
with native implementation of MAGMA in the same class of libraries.
As the original work by StarPU research team, the load balance issue was
studied[11]. From user’s view point, it is difficult to describe a code directly with
StarPU for GPU/CPU work sharing. Our approach is based on high-level PGAS
language (XMP-dev) using StarPU as underlying supporting system. We have
not modified StarPU itself to apply to our system, and our system can work as
user friendly interface for StarPU feature.
6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we proposed and implemented a programming environment to
enable GPU/CPU work sharing on our PGAS language XMP-dev compiler and
run-time system to be applied to multi-GPU equipped PC clusters. The proposed
system allows users to keep the load balance among GPUs and CPU cores on
each node for adaptive tuning of work sharing performance. We confirmed the
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effectiveness of this approach through several HPC benchmarks and achieved
up to 40% of performance gain compared with original GPU-only solution. To
exploit this performance gain utilizing full computation resources on each node,
the user just has to add several key directives to his original serial code to
describe data distribution, loop distribution, GPU/CPU data movement and
synchronization, without complicated combined paradigm of MPI and CUDA.
Our future work includes applying this system for wider variety of applica-
tions and larger systems, and also improves the performance based on multi-
dimensional array dividing on global array handling.
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